In constrained molecular dynamics simulations using some of the most popular MD codes, calculation of the velocities of constrained particles is based solely on the differences in particle positions during two successive time steps. This creates a numerical instability that we show to be signicant in a typical single-precision floating-point simulation. We describe a simple modification that eliminates this source of instability, and demonstrate that this change substantially reduces the energy drift of a sample single-precision NVE simulation.
The most popular integration methods in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are the
Verlet algorithm
1 and its velocity-explicit brethren, leapfrog and velocity Verlet 2 (Table I) , which integrate the differential equationẍ = a(x(t)). In exact arithmetic, from appropriate starting conditions, their approximations x i ∼ x(iδ t ) are identical, with error proportional to the square of the time step δ t . In finite-precision arithmetic, on the other hand, the velocity-explicit algorithms are recognized as more accurate than Verlet 3 , and this is one reason they are used by most widespread MD codes. Many of these codes, however, add a modification like v i+ 1 2 = (x i+1 − x i )/δ t to compute a modified velocity from a modified position when run with constraints. We show that this modification degrades the numerical accuracy of such integrators to that of Verlet. Once recognized, the problem can be easily remedied.
The velocity-explicit algorithms have an advantage in finite-precision arithmetic because storing v i+ For illustration, consider a modified leapfrog,
Substituting (3) and (1) into (2), gives a numerically equivalent iteration step for x,
In the constant acceleration example, A < δ −2 t /2 has no effect, as for Verlet. Moreover, in standard floating point, if δ t = 2 k for some integer k then (4) is numerically equivalent to
highlighting its similarity to Verlet. 16 Using the equation
to find v i+ Constraints can be incorporated into the Verlet algorithm with the update rule
where A(x i ) is a matrix whose columns are normal to the constraint surface at x i and the Lagrange multiplier λ i is a vector determined by demanding that constraints be satisfied at x i+1 . SHAKE 4 is an iterative method that determines a corrected x i+1 from an uncorrected
iterative solver. SETTLE 6 is a closed-formx i+1 → x i+1 correction suitable for rigid water molecules.
A common adaptation of SHAKE to leapfrog that replaces (2) with
reducing to (1)- (2)- (3) in the absence of constraints. The LINCS algorithm 7 also uses (3) for velocity correction (their equation 12), though it is easily repaired (equation 15).
One could avoid (3) by an alternative discretization, algebraically equivalent to (5):
where λ i is determined so that constraints are satisfied at x i+1 . RATTLE 8 uses the velocity 
which infers the contact acceleration, (x i+1 −x i+1 )/δ 2 t , rather than the velocity, from the corrected positions. This solution is not as accurate as methods based on the RATTLE discretization; the acceleration can be computed more accurately by directly solving for the λ i in (6) . MD codes have traditionally run in double-precision, where the degradation from (3) is insignificant, but it may become problematic if other codes follow the lead of GROMACS in using single-precision arithmetic to accelerate MD computations.
To assess the impact of (3) on a single-precision simulation, we incorporated (3 ) into GROMACS (a simpler code modification than RATTLE). Starting from an equilibriated 30Å cube of water (901 molecules, periodic), we ran an NVE simulation for 1 ns with δ t = 1 fs, using single-precision GROMACS, our modified version, and corresponding doubleprecision versions. We selected SETTLE for computation of constrained positions, to avoid considerations of iterative methods and parameters. Figure 1 shows that even this partial fix substantially reduces energy drift in single-precision. We also plot the same results for singleprecision Desmond 13 , which uses the RATTLE discretization with a variant of M-SHAKE.
Other differences between Desmond and GROMACS may also contribute to differences in results. 
